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ABSTRACT: Visual imaging that can extract three-dimensional (3D)
space or polarization information on the target is essential in broad
sciences and technologies. The simultaneous acquisition of them
usually demands expensive equipment and sophisticated operations.
Therefore, it is of great significance to exploit convenient approaches
for four-dimensional (3D and polarization) visual imaging. Here, we
present an efficient solution based on self-assembled asymmetric
liquid crystal microlenses, with freely manipulated phase profiles and
symmetry-breaking properties. Accordingly, characteristics of multi-
focal functionality and polarization selectivity are exhibited, along
with the underlying mechanisms. Moreover, with a specific sample
featured by radially increased unit sizes and azimuthally varied
domain orientations, the discriminability of four-dimensional in-
formation is extracted in a single snapshot, via referring to the coordinates of the clearest images. Demultiplexing of
depth/polarization information is also demonstrated. This work will unlock a variety of revolutionary apparatuses and
lighten extensive applications.
KEYWORDS: liquid crystals, self-assembly, visual imaging, polarization detection, microlens array

Visual imaging plays a vital role in human life, from a
visual sense, medical imaging, microscopic observation,
to astrosurveillance.1−4 Usually, an imaging system is

composed of a set of precisely aligned optical elements, by
which the two-dimensional (2D) information on the object at
the focal plane is captured.5,6 To acquire the three-dimensional
(3D) space information on the target, several practical
techniques have been developed, such as confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM),7 optical coherence tomography
(OCT),8,9 atomic force microscopy (AFM), and structured
illumination microscopy (SIM).10−12 The above apparatuses
are enabled by the combination of laser techniques, ultra-
sensitive optoelectronic devices, high-precision automatic
control, and reconstruction algorithms, thus they are
commonly expensive, bulky, and time-consuming. Polarization,
as another physical dimension of light, carries privileged
information and is crucial in the characterization of materials,13

remote sensing,14 biology navigation, and intraspecific

interaction.15 For its detection, passive/active polarimeters or
channeled spectropolarimeters are required.16−18 If we were
able to find a convenient way to simultaneously acquire both
the 3D space and polarization information (i.e., four-dimen-
sional (4D) visual imaging), a variety of revolutionary
apparatuses and applications over broad sciences and
technologies would be unlocked. Unfortunately, until now, it
has remained elusive.
Conventional optical lenses rely on the specific phase

accumulation of light along the propagation in isotropic
media.19 Their focusing properties can be designed through
presetting the curvatures of spherical or free-form lens surfaces.
Nevertheless, compound eyes and ocelli of living beings further
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adopt gradient indices to flatten surfaces and optimize the
imaging performance.20 On the other hand, polarization
detection is usually based on dichroic absorption, interface
reflection, and birefringence. These strategies are also
ubiquitously found in nature. For instance, mantis shrimps
can perceive polarization attributed to a group of selectively
absorptive microvilli in their torsional eyes.15 Thanks to the
tunable large birefringence and the controllable self-assembly
behavior, liquid crystals (LCs) are very promising in imaging
and polarization-dependent applications.21−23 As the spatial
refractive index distribution can be dynamically modulated, LC
lenses with tunable focal lengths are achievable.21,24 However,
the polarization dependency of LC lenses is commonly
unfavorable due to its influences on optical efficiency and
imaging quality. Recently, researchers have started to present
polarization-selective imaging elements with imperfect self-
assembled configurations.25,26 The above studies indicate that
if the layouts of phase profiles and asymmetrical distortions of
LC lenses were freely manipulated, one could acquire 4D
information simultaneously on the basis of the locations of
clearest images in a single snapshot (Figure 1a).
Here, we preprogram the curving of parallel LC layers to

construct distortion-controllable microlenses and subsequently
tailor the asymmetric phase profiles to visualize 4D
information. Precisely manipulating the focal lengths of LC
microlenses is enabled by delicately presetting the sizes of the
photoalignment units. Their polarization selectivity is
determined by the asymmetric distortions of the super-
structures, whose orientation follows the underlying photo-
alignment unit direction. Correlative LC director distributions
are schematically illustrated to reveal underlying mechanisms.

After a specific photopatterned alignment with radially
increased unit sizes and azimuthally varied unit directions is
introduced, both the 3D space and polarization information on
the target can be acquired according to the polar coordinates
of the clearest images. The depth/polarization information
demultiplexing is further demonstrated. This work will provide
opportunities for displays, communications, biomedicine,
military, and other emerging fields.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Polarization Selectivity. Smectic LC (SLC) is featured by
an ordered lamellar structure.27−30 Under antagonistic
anchoring conditions, parallel layers are periodically wrapped
around defect lines to form a hexagonal toric focal conic
domain (TFCD) array.31−34 The ideal structure of TFCD
exhibits perfect rotational invariance (Figure 1b). Its specific
director field causes a gradient refractive index change and thus
is capable of focusing light as a microlens array.33,35,36 The
lattice symmetry and size uniformity of TFCDs can be
precisely manipulated via introducing multidomain photo-
alignment.37 For instance, an ordered tetragonal TFCD array is
presented (Figure 1c). The LC will always adjust its director
distribution to minimize the free energy of the system. This
enables the control of the superstructure distortion via
changing the external stimuli including the anchoring
condition. After altering the alignment condition, we observe
distorted TFCDs (d-TFCDs) with gibbous-moon shapes
(Figure 1d). It is an equilibrium state determined by multiple
factors (elasticity, viscosity, and thickness of LC as well as
external factors such as anchoring condition, thermal, and
electrical field) at certain conditions. The ideal structure of

Figure 1. Configurations and optics of distorted LC superstructures. (a) Schematic of simultaneous acquisition of 3D space and polarization
information via a distorted LC lens array. Four butterflies at the bottom represent objects in four different depths with their orientations
indicating different polarization states. Four pairs of butterflies at the top represent images at the image plane. Their different locations are
corresponding to different information carried (i.e., depth and polarization). (b) 3D model of the curved smectic layers in toric focal conic
domains (TFCDs). Inset shows sectional director field. (c,d) Textures of TFCDs and d-TFCDs under a polarized optical microscope. The
photoalignment units are represented in the lower-left corners with the alignment direction denoted by lines. The scale bar indicates 10 μm.
(e) 3D model of the curved smectic layers in d-TFCDs. The ideal and deformed sectional director distributions in y−z and x−z planes are
shown as insets I, II, III and I′, II′, III′, respectively. The rods represent local LC directors, whereas the lines represent LC layers. (f,g) Phase
profiles and influences on light propagation of d-TFCDs corresponding to x and y incident polarization, respectively. φ denotes the
accumulated phase.
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adjacent segmented TFCDs is depicted in Figure 1e, and some
cross sections of the director field are revealed in insets I, II,
and III (neglecting the directors very close to the substrate,
which will be strongly influenced by the anchoring condition of
the alignment layer). Taking the deformations (resulted from
the interactions between two adjacent domains) into account,
we schematically illustrate corresponding sectional directors in
insets I′, II′, and III′. Obviously, the directors in plane III′ are
consistent with those in III, remaining a radially gradient index
distribution. Considering the tiny depth of dimple-like
singularities (∼100 nm) compared to the film thickness
(several microns), its contribution to the phase accumulation is
negligible. Therefore, a phase profile of a half convex lens is
generated for x incident polarization (Figure 1f). Meanwhile,
directors in planes I′ and II′ are distorted, and corresponding
smectic layers fluctuate irregularly, making d-TFCDs lose the
lensing effect for y incident polarization (Figure 1g). That
means the symmetry-breaking superstructure results in a
distinct polarization-selective imaging.

A specially designed multidirectional d-TFCD array is
fabricated to verify the polarization selectivity. We rationally
set the orientations of photoalignment units to make the
symmetry axes of d-TFCDs parallel to their respective arrows
(Figure 2a). Each unit is composed of four domains with
alignment directions depicted by lines (±60°) (Figure 1d).
Linearly polarized light transmits through an “O” mask (Figure
S1a) and then is focused by the d-TFCD array (Figure 2b).
We utilize a microscope to record “O” images for different
incident polarization. Images from arrows parallel to the
incident polarization are the clearest, whereas those from
perpendicular arrows are the most blurred (Figure 2c−e and
Figures S2 and S3). The imaging qualities of d-TFCDs in
opposite arrows are equivalent. To give a more vivid
comparison, typical “O” images are magnified, and correspond-
ing intensity profiles are presented as insets (Figure 2c). The
above phenomena indicate an intensive polarization selectivity
of d-TFCDs, which is suitable for the visualization of
polarization information.

Figure 2. Polarization selectivity and multifocal functionality of d-TFCDs. (a) Polarized optical microscope texture of multidirectional d-
TFCDs. The orientations of photoalignment units are consistent with arrows. (b) Schematic illustration of polarization-selective imaging.
The polarization is alterable; do = 11.0 cm and di = 25.0 μm. (c−e) Images of a transmissive “O” mask for incident polarization of 135, 0, and
45°, separately. Insets in (c) show amplified “O” images with corresponding intensity profiles. (f) Polarized optical microscope texture of
nested multisize d-TFCDs. (g) Schematic illustration of multifocal imaging. The image plane is alterable. (h−j) Images of a transmissive “E”
mask at image planes of I, II, and III (do = 11.0 cm and di = 19.2, 25.0, and 29.7 μm, respectively). The polarization is 90°. (k) Quantified
imaging quality analyses of images in (h−j). Red circles label the clearest “E” images. (l) Dependency of focal length on photoalignment unit
size (mean ± SEM). 3D models and sectional director distributions in x−z planes of two different-sized d-TFCDs. The white and green
arrows indicate the optical axes of the crossed polarizers and the tint plate, respectively. All scale bars are 20 μm.
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Multifocal Capability. The alignment confinement can
also be applied to modulate the curvature of the phase profile
of the d-TFCD, thus enabling the tunability of focal length ( f).
We produce nested multisized d-TFCDs (Figure 2f), whose
diameters (D) in zones 1−3 are 8.3, 12.0, and 15.7 μm,
respectively. Light with polarization parallel to the symmetry
axes of d-TFCDs transmits through an “E” mask (Figure S1b)
and then is focused by the sample (Figure 2g). As the image
plane moves from I to III, the clearest “E” images appear from
zone 1 to 3 sequentially (Figure 2h−j). Due to the centimeter-
scale object distance do, which can be considered as infinite
with respect to the micron-size image distance di, di is exactly
the value of f. Blurred “E” images are either under-focused or
over-focused. Sectional intensity profiles are extracted from
typical “E” images in different zones (Figure 2k). Correspond-
ing image definitions are calculated according to the edge
detection algorithm to accurately quantify the imaging quality
(supplementary text 1, Supporting Information). In addition,
we systematically study the dependency of f (with polarization
parallel to x direction of d-TFCDs) on the photoalignment
unit size, here, the long side length (l). D obeys l within a
certain range. Obviously, f increases along with l (Figure 2l and
Figure S4). This originates from the flatter phase profile of the
larger d-TFCD in a more relaxed anchoring confinement, as
schematically illustrated by 3D models and sectional director
distributions of two different-sized d-TFCDs. When l reaches
24 μm, f suddenly drops below 30 μm. In this case, the
alignment unit is too roomy to generate a single d-TFCD, thus
inducing several small fragmented domains. Meanwhile, due to
the resolution limitation of our exposure system, the minimum
l is 6 μm at present. On the basis of these facts, on-demand
multifocal d-TFCDs could be precisely generated to acquire
3D space information, including the depth in the z direction.

Extracting 4D Information. To make full use of the
polarization selectivity and multifocal capability of d-TFCDs,
we propose a concentric d-TFCD array with radially increased
sizes and azimuthally varied orientations. The sample is
generated by spin-coating SLC onto the photoalignment layer
with a concentrically aligned multiring pattern (Figure 3a).
Within each ring, the alignment direction continuously varies
with the azimuthal angle θ. Two adjacent alignment rings with
the same widths but different alignment directions (±60°) are
put together to determine both the size and the orientation of
resultant d-TFCD. The structure of the formed d-TFCD array
is schematically illustrated (Figure 3b). Two neighbored
concentric d-TFCD rings are in an equal width, which is
labeled in the same color as corresponding domains. The
obtained SLC d-TFCD array is presented (Figure 3c). As
expected, d-TFCDs concentrically coil around the center.
Their sizes are consistent with the widths of coupled alignment
rings and increase radially. Meanwhile, they orientate
tangentially with respect to the dashed rings (Figure 3a).
For the imaging characterization, a linearly polarized light

transmits through an “O” mask and the sample successively.
We change the incident polarization to verify the polarization
selectivity of the sample (Figure 3d, left; Figure S5a−d) and
adjust the image plane to demonstrate its multifocal character-
istic (Figure 3d, right; Figure S5e−h). A polar coordinate
system is built based on r (the ring number as the polar radius)
and θ (the azimuthal angle as the polar angle). Here, the
clearest “O” images are observed at (11/12, 0°/180°) (Figure
3e). Images deteriorate gradually for positions away from (11/
12, 0°/180°) as a result of the mismatch of the incident
polarization and di. The corresponding image definition map is
plotted to give a more vivid visualization (Figure 3f). After the
incident polarization is rotated by 45°, coordinates of the

Figure 3. Extracting 4D information with multisize and orientation d-TFCDs. (a) Photoalignment pattern of the concentric d-TFCD array
with the alignment direction denoted by lines. The two red lines direct at +60°/−60°. (b) Schematic of well-arranged d-TFCDs. (c)
Polarized optical microscope texture of the sample. r denotes the ring number, and θ is the azimuthal angle. (d) Schematic illustration of
polarization-selective and multifocal imaging with alterable components labeled in red. (e) Imaging pattern of a transmissive “O” mask for
incident polarization of 90°. White circles indicate the clearest “O” images. (f−h) Image definition maps. do = 11.0 cm and di are 26.8, 26.8,
and 20.2 μm. The polarization is 90, 135, and 90°, respectively. Red circles indicate the clearest “O” images. The color bar from dark blue to
bright yellow represents the image definition from 0 to 1. All scale bars indicate 20 μm.
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highest definition regions alter to (11/12, 45°/225°)
accordingly (Figure 3g). On the other hand, when we move
the image plane from IV to V, the clearest images appear at (3/
4, 0°/180°) (Figure 3h). The other four regions with high
image definition are observed at four corners of the map
(Figure 3h). They are attributed to the partially effective
lensing effect of nearly half the d-TFCD, exhibiting a shorter f
and a position offset. Fortunately, such an issue can be
satisfactorily addressed via optimizing the algorithm by taking
the image position offset into consideration (Figure S6 and
supplementary text 2, Supporting Information). The above
results verify the capability of identifying the depth and
polarization information on the target in addition to its 2D
appearance via referring to the coordinates of the clearest
images.
Demultiplexing of Depth/Polarization Information.

To validate the capability of radially separating images with
different depth information and azimuthally spreading out
images with different polarization information, two specific
targets are introduced. The first is a dual-object one composed
of a cross and a disc, whose do values are 477 μm and 11 cm,
respectively (Figure S1c,d). The 90° linearly polarized light
transmits through the two objects consecutively and then is
focused by the concentric d-TFCD array (Figure 4a) and
captured at certain image plane (Figure 4b). Images are
blurred for all under-focus and over-focus imaging conditions.
Here, we find the clearest cross images at (1/2, 0°/180°), and
the clearest disc images at (5/6, 0°/180°). The 0°/180°
reveals that the incident polarization is 90°. The different r of
the clearest images of the cross and the disc indicates the
corresponding objects are located at different depths. The
second is a dual-polarization target composed of a cross and a
square with orthogonal polarization (Figure 4c and Figure
S1e). The clearest cross and square images are at (9/10, 0°/
180°) and (9/10, 90°/270°), respectively (Figure 4d).
Therefore, the orthogonal incident polarization is azimuthally
separated. Triple-polarization imaging is also demonstrated
(Figure S7 and supplementary text 3 and supporting video).
These supply a simple method for demultiplexing and
visualizing both the depth and polarization information carried
by the composite target.
By preprogramming 2D alignment confinements to guide

the 3D asymmetric curving of LC layers, our research shows
distorted SLC superstructures with free layouts of phase
profiles and symmetry-breaking. These generated d-TFCDs are
endowed with multifocal functionality and polarization

selectivity, thus enabling the simultaneous determination of
4D information on the target. With the features of radially
increased sizes and azimuthally varied orientations of d-
TFCDs, 3D space information on an object is provided in a
manner of spreading out clear images with different depth
information radially. Meanwhile, the incident polarization can
be distinguished according to the polar angles of coordinates of
the clearest images. As vividly shown in the scheme (Figure
1a), for the four butterflies flying at different depths, whose
reflections are polarization selective, their 4D information can
be extracted and visualized via such distorted SLC microlenses.
The above characteristics are attributed to the specific gradient
refractive index distribution. The planar structure of d-TFCDs
facilitates the device miniaturization and integration. The
sophisticated distortions of SLC superstructures are carried out
via self-assembly, guided by the preset 2D alignment, thus
making the proposed method easy, efficient, and ready for
volume production. As the distinction between orthogonal
linear polarizations is most obvious, only linear-polarization
mapping is presented here. Actually, as the orientation of each
SmA lens can be arbitrarily and precisely controlled, full
polarization detection can be reasonably expected. The
proposed microlens array still suffers from restricted tunable
range of size and imperfect phase profiles. Due to the
responsivity of LC to various external stimuli, the phase
profiles and symmetry-breaking properties of d-TFCDs can be
further tuned. Such tunability effectively extends the tunable
range and compensates the size discreteness between adjacent
domains, thus enabling a continuous detection of depth
information. The quality of phase profiles can also be improved
via precisely tailoring the alignment conditions or introducing
other confining techniques. Herein, SLC is utilized for a
concept demonstration, and the 4D imaging is only related to
the LC orientation. It is not restricted to d-TFCDs, and the
same design can also be realized in other materials, such as
nematic LCs, birefringent crystals, as well as artificial
metasurfaces. That facilitates extending the range of lens size
and corresponding focal length.
For practical application, we can introduce a polymerization

strategy to make the asymmetric superstructures solid and self-
standing, thus making the imaging characterization more
feasible. In this case, images can be directly captured by a CCD
placed behind the sample and precisely moved by a
micromotor. The resolution of resultant images is still limited
compared to that of commercial imaging systems.38 Fortu-
nately, it could be improved by introducing artificial

Figure 4. Depth/polarization information demultiplexing. (a) Schematic illustration of dual-object imaging. Incident polarization is 90°, and
di is 25.0 μm. (b) Dual-object imaging pattern. The clearest images of the cross and the disc are 300% amplified. (c) Schematic illustration of
dual-polarization imaging. Polarization of the cross and the square are 90 and 0°, respectively. do = 11 cm and di = 25.7 μm (d) Dual-
polarization imaging pattern. The clearest images of the cross and the square is 300% amplified. Typical clearest images are outlined in
yellow/white. All scale bars are 20 μm.
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asymmetric microlenses with significantly improved phase
profiles and further optimizing the computerized algo-
rithm.39,40 Such asymmetric microlenses provide a convenient
method for visualizing 4D information on the target. By means
of this technique, forward looking applications such as optical
parallel detection, stereo-pico-projection, full-dimension au-
toaligning system, polarization-selective remote sensing, and
information encryption could be expected.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we propose a strategy for 4D visual imaging with
self-assembled asymmetric d-TFCDs. The focusing perform-
ance and polarization selectivity are rationally modulated via
tailoring the alignment unit sizes and orientations, respectively.
On the basis of the different-sized concentric d-TFCDs, the 3D
space and polarization information can be visualized according
to the polar coordinates (r and θ) of the clearest images.
Moreover, the demultiplexing of depth/polarization informa-
tion is also demonstrated. This work extends the under-
standing on the relationship between superstructures and
functionalities of ordered soft matter. It may significantly
upgrade existing optical apparatuses and inspire revolutionary
applications across multiple fields.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fabrication of TFCD/d-TFCD Arrays. After multistep ultrasonic

washing and UV-ozone cleaning, glass slides were spin-coated with
SD1 (Dai-Nippon Ink and Chemicals, Japan). The alignment layers
are annealed at 100 °C for 10 min. By means of a digital micromirror
device based dynamic microlithography system,41 they were photo-
patterned to perform the desired alignments. Subsequently, 8CB
(HCCH, China) was cast onto the substrates and heated at 60 °C for
1 min, followed by a spin-coating process at 2400 rpm for 30 s. A
special cooling from 38 °C (nematic phase) to 33 °C (smectic phase)
at a rate of 0.2 °C/min was adopted to generate ideal TFCD/d-
TFCD arrays.
Optical Characterization. Texture observations were performed

using a polarized optical microscope (Nikon 50i, Japan) with or
without a retardation plate (530 nm).
Imaging System. The lensing effect of d-TFCD arrays was

characterized under a polarized optical microscope. We placed
different objects (Figure S1) directly in front of the lamp, which is
about 11 cm away from the microscope stage. A rotatable polarizer
was applied to vary the state of linearly incident polarization. When
the sample of distorted SLC superstructures was in focus, the image of
the object could not be found. As the focus of microscope objective
was moved upward, the texture of the sample gradually blurred and
the image of the object became clear. To obtain higher image
resolution, we used monochromatic incident light at 540 nm to avoid
chromatic aberration during the imaging. A CCD was used to take
imaging patterns.
The focal length of a gradient refractive index lens can be calculated

by the equation of f−1 = f GR
−1 + f C

−1, where f GR represents the
modulation of spatially varied refractive index and f C represents the
focal length determined by material-to-ambient refractive index
difference and the curvature of lens surface. According to the
previous study,27 f GR is on the order of micrometers for FCD
microlenses, much smaller than the millimeter-scale f C. Therefore, f
approaches f GR in this case. Here, to measure the focal length of d-
TFCDs, objects were placed far away (11 cm) from the microscope
stage. We first made the d-TFCD microlens arrays in focus and then
moved the microscope objective to the image plane of d-TFCDs. As
do can be regarded as infinite with respect to f, the moving distances of
the microscope objective (i.e., image distance di) are taken as the focal
length of d-TFCD microlenses.
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